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Breaking News on Cosmetics Formulation & Packaging in North America

Valdata launches new software to cost
formulations
By Simon Pitman, 27-Mar-2013
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Software provider to the cosmetics industry, Valdata, has launched a new recipe management
program that emphasizes both costing calculations, as well as a Cloud hosted version.

Valdata launches new software to cost formulations Software provider to the cosmetics industry, Valdata, has
launched a new recipe management program that emphasizes both costing calculations, as well as a Cloud
hosted version.

With formulators coming under increasing pressure to ensure that the formulation process is as efficient as
possible, as well as being within budget, there is an increasing demand for more sophisticated tools to help make
this process simpler.

Valdata’s Recipe Manager Pro 2013 is an updated version of the existed software program that the company
offers, which has been redesigned to give increased functionality and streamlining for the formulation process.

The additional functionalities that have been integrated into the updated software include:

• Streamlined installation process

• Easily track packaging options

• Improved costing calculations

• Multiple standard batch sheets to choose from

• Cloud/Hosted version available

The redesign builds on functionality that includes full process applications for each recipe, the elimination of
formulation errors, omissions and mistakes, together with batch sheets that are generated according to
processed information.

According to the company, the record for the results of batching includes raw material quantities consumed, yield
produced, and lot tracking/tracing information.

Other key functionality of the software includes container level inventory tracking, scale connectivity, traceability,
real time production and inventory data, the elimination of formulation errors and date delays, together with a
fully documented audit trail.

 An explanation of the software system and the download for the software can be obtained by clicking here .
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